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Abstract

Results

Nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs)
are important for binding, compacting,
and organizing bacterial DNA housed
in the nucleoid. These proteins are
present in numerous bacterial
organisms including Deinococcus
radiodurans (D.rad). It is believed that
NAPs are an important component in
the ability to repair DNA after it has
been damaged. This study focused on
determining the structure of the NAP
DR0199 found in Deinococcus
radiodurans and also examined
DR0199 interactions with other
proteins to provide more insight into
the protein’s function.

• Successful crystallization of both
conformations of the DR0199
protein occurred
• X-ray diffraction data was able to be
collected on two of the sixteen
crystals (pictured below)
• The data collected on these crystals
posses a resolution of 4 Å, which
was too low for a probable structure
to be determined.
• D. rad cells were grown and run
through columns, still need run on
gels

Introduction
• D. rad is a desert organism closely
being studied for its radioresistant
ability (ionizing radiation, oxidative
stress, desiccation, heat shock)
• D.rad cells are susceptible to DNA
damaging conditions yet somehow
they are able to repair their DNA
• One theory as to how these cells
are so radioresistant is the use of
NAPs
• It is known that DR0199 is present
in the nucleoid, helps cells survive
DNA damage, and binds DNA
• By determining the structure of the
NAP DR0199, more insight can be
provided into its specific function
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Structure Determination
• Two forms of the DR0199 protein were
expressed and purified, a native form
and a heavy metal atom form (Sel-met)
• Crystals were grown using hanging
vapor drop diffusion technique for both
DR0199 conformations
• 16 crystals were sent to a collaborated
at the University of Wisconsin to be
examined using X-ray crystallography

Protein Interactions
• D. rad cells were grown under
DNA damaging conditions
• The DR0199 protein was then
bound to Ni2+ beads in a
chromatography column
• The cells were then lysed and
run through the column to see
which proteins bound to the
DR0199 protein
• The contents were then run on
an SDS-PAGE gel
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.3-.
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Sel-met

Protein skin, approx.
4 Å with 10 s
exposure

.3-.
4mm

Sel-met

Nice crystal, small
crack, 4 Å with 10 s
exposure

Conclusion
• From the results of this experiment,
a probable structure of DR0199
was not able to be determined.
• A problem with the crystals grown
was that single crystal growth was
not achieved, which is optimal for
X-ray diffraction
• Future investigations could work to
optimize crystallization conditions

